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A common side effect of the 
sedative-hypnotic sleep aid 
zolpidem is impairment the 
day after. Rarer side effects 
include sleep-eating, sleep-
killing with weapons or while 
driving, sleep texting, sleep-
sex activity and sleep-
shopping, yet in general recall 
nothing of the events. 

Women were more at risk of impairment because, as it turned 
out, they eliminate zolpidem from their bodies more slowly than 
men, and in general women need only half the dose that men 
need in order to fall asleep1. But the disproportionate risk to 
woman was a mystery until two biomedical scientists realised that 
research on the drug had been with male animals and male cells. 

Subsequently a rigorous US investigative program 60 Minutes 
reported that 3% of (presumably US) biomedical research includes 
female animals and cells while 34% don't state the sex of the 
research population. And the reason investigators don't include 
female animals or female cells in drug studies, they reported, is 
“pesky hormones”. 

Clearly a virtually single sex research population bodes ill for the 
pharmaceutical consumer, yet it has equally serious 
consequences for female research animals—for typically, they are 
killed. 

This practice, defenders of single sex experiments point out, is not 
different from poultry farming. There, males are destroyed 
because they don't lay eggs or breed; in biomedical research 
females are excluded because their hormones make predictability 
difficult. 

Yet males have hormonal cycles. Furthermore male rodents, 
among other animals, will be dominant or submissive, and within 
their subset they will have a rank order. Each position anticipates 
a slightly to dramatically different corticosterone and 
testosterone profile. We call that pesky; don't you? 
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